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1. Introduction  

Rebalancing the Outer Estates Foundation is a registered charity with a mission to make 
Nottingham North a brilliant place to live, work and grow up.  A small charity with a purpose – 
chaired by the constituency MP, Alex Norris – to facilitate partnership projects that enable 
positive change and support a vibrant and healthy community, helping people turn their ideas 
into action by ensuring individuals and organisations are well-connected to resources and 
opportunities. Key partners include Public Health England, Nottingham City Council, Nottingham 
City Homes, ChalleNGe Cultural Education Partnership, Bulwell Academy and Bulwell Toy Library.  

Socio-economic challenges in Bulwell are acute and the Covid-19 pandemic has compounded 
problems for local families and residents.  Nottingham ranked 11th most deprived out of 
the 317 districts in England in the Index of Multiple Deprivation (2019) and in Nottingham, the 
lowest ranking Lower Super Output Area is in Bulwell, which ranked 130th nationally out of 32,844.  
Unemployment in Nottingham has nearly doubled during the course of the pandemic and is 
likely to rise further.   The impact is disproportionately affecting young people, diverse 
communities, women, older people and people with disabilities. Overall, there are huge 
implications for the local economy and for peoples’ wellbeing. However, there are also new 
opportunities and ways of working emerging – we’ve seen a rise in the use of digital technologies 
and online resources, local communities have been galvanised to support the most vulnerable, 
and there has been a move towards more sustainable living and calls to ‘build back better’. 

When the Pots, Pits, People project began in 
Sept 2019, we could not have imagined that only 
6 months later, the whole country would 
experience a national lockdown and the needs 
we had identified – of developing greater social 
cohesion, supporting education, reducing 
isolation, sharing stories, learning from the past 
and building pride in the local area – would 
become even more important.   

Our original project timeline was extended to 
account for the significant impact of Covid on our consultancy team and key stakeholders, and 
we have taken our time to re-connect with individuals, schools, group leaders and potential 
project partners.  We’re grateful to the Heritage Fund for extending our completion dates and 
allowing us this time.   Building the case for meaningful long term community heritage projects, 
to support wellbeing and enable sharing, belonging, exploring and learning projects – both for 
children and young people in schools and for members of the community who have been 
affected by the isolation of lockdown, feels more relevant than ever.  

This evaluation document provides an overview of the activity that took place within the initial 
months of the project, pre-Covid, and the follow up activity that took place during lockdown 2; a 
creative writing and film project that re-engaged and energised the project team and Bulwell’s 
community champions.  It also sets forth a vision for a future 3 year project with pointers for how 
that might be achieved.  

We look forward to working with the Heritage Fund to develop the next phase of this project, 
building on our findings to make a positive difference for young and old living in Bulwell and 
supporting organisations here to connect with heritage expertise in Nottingham and beyond.  
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Why did we begin Pots, Pits and People?  

The consultation team appointed to lead on this project have either worked in Bulwell for many 
years (Cathy Mahmood), have family connections and personal history with the place (Hilary 
Wheat), or were born and grew up here and continue to live in Bulwell delivering community 
projects (Nicola Curzon). We began talking about Bulwell Stone many years ago, and day-
dreaming about the projects that could spin off from an investigation into Bulwell stone and the 
pride young people would feel if they knew more about the history of their home.  

There is a risk that people in Bulwell feel that the place has changed considerably over the last 
50 years, not for the good, and that pride in the place they are from is ebbing away. What 
stories do children hear about Bulwell that can give them a sense of pride in their home town, 
beyond the negative stereotypes and deprivation that is the 'current' story? 
 
Teachers have admitted to not having the knowledge of Bulwell's community heritage to pass 
on; and we have an opportunity to capture people's memories of Bulwell during the 2nd World 
war and post-industrial boom time; when factories were busy and people were prosperous. It is 
important to preserve and tell the story of Bulwell, involving residents in this re-telling, from the 
beginning in Anglo-Saxon times to the 20th century, so that those growing up and growing old in 
Bulwell have opportunities to engage, discover and delight in the story of their home.  We want 
people from Bulwell, and those who only hear the negative headlines, to develop a renewed 
sense of the place and it's people; giving value to ordinary and extraordinary 'working lives'.    
 
We want to enable people to connect with their past and improve their education and wellbeing 
in the process.  

Why now?  

“Many of the people with memories and 
artifacts are in the older age group and 
Bulwell is at risk of losing this valuable 
heritage before it can be captured. We 
want to find ways to share Bulwell's 
heritage that are sustainable and long-
lasting, help people feel valued and that 
their stories matter and generate pride in 
Bulwell as a place with a distinct story to 
tell.”   

The impact of Covid on local people will be 
felt for many years to come. Having an 
ambitious new heritage project to contribute 
to and engage young and old, will provide 
opportunities for re-connection, collaboration 
and creativity – supporting wellbeing, 
Nottingham’s recovery plans and a gentle 
return to a ‘new normal’.  
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Project Aims 
 
Our aims for this first phase of Pots, Pits and People have been:  

• To establish levels of interest and knowledge of Bulwell’s community heritage 
  

• To explore ideas with local groups and residents for a further 3 year bid to Heritage 
Lottery Fund; identifying themes, potential project partners, community activities, 
heritage events and interpretation options. 
 

Snapshot of Development Phase Activity:  

• Consultancy team appointed  
• Branding designed  
• Series of community engagement events and focus groups (with teachers, community 

group leaders and students) 
• Online and paper questionnaires gathered (166 responses) 
• Meetings of Project team and potential delivery partners  
• Options appraisal document completed (with external consultant; Image Makers) 
• Launch of website www.potspitsandpeople.co.uk  
• Re-engagement of schools, community group leaders and general public with PPP aims, 

through creative writing and film project with New Perspectives Theatre Company – 
creation and sharing of ‘An Ode to Bulwell’.  
 
 

2. Summary of Activity Goals and Achievements  
 

A number of research and consultation activities were carried out in order to better understand 
local people’s interest and knowledge of Bulwell’s community heritage and to inform ideas to 
shape a 3 year bid.   What follows is a brief evaluation of our activity goals and achievements, 
with reflections to incorporate into a 3 year Activity Plan.  
 
 
Teachers focus group held at Cantrell School, Bulwell. 15th October 2019 

 
What we hoped to achieve: To facilitate a focus group conversation with local primary school 
teachers to better understand the needs of schools and their interest and involvement in a future 
project. We asked 3 key questions – what do you do now (relating to history and heritage) for 
each year group; what do you know about Bulwell’s history and what would you like to know? 
Exploring how to incorporate local history into curriculum and potential for creation of shared 
resources.   

What we did achieve: Brought together 10 teachers from 6 primary schools. Useful insights into 
existing activity and what teachers would value if funding was available.  Gathered Ideas to 
incorporate into a schools programme, established need for educational resources, ways for 
Bulwell teachers to collaborate, share ideas and connect. (Notes for this meeting in Appendix 2). 
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Longer term impact – relationships with teachers are based on mutual understanding and 
shared visions.  Most primaries in Bulwell and Bulwell Academy are now signed up to ArtsMark 
and a lead teacher, Jordan White, has been appointed from Cantrell to support other schools on 
their ArtsMark journey. Our local schools’ network is very strong, they have experience of 
collaborative projects through Bulwell Arts Festival over the last 4 years, and they are keen to 
share learning and be part of project development.  
 
Reflections for Activity Plan: Schools programme 

Key learning points:  

- Use ‘knowledge organisers’ 
- Create key topic resources rather than year group resources  
- Develop programme that develops ‘Children as experts’   
- ‘Training the teachers’ programme needed (they acknowledge they want to learn more).  
- Importance of relating stories to real people/characters. 
- Having physical places to go and visit is important too. 
- Teachers would welcome a project website with teachers’ login / to share resources, what 

works, lesson plans etc 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Market Stall event, Sat 12th October 2020  
And visits to local community groups (Knit and Natter; Mariners Court etc)  

What we hoped to achieve: Having developed a logo and printed a pull-up banner, postcards for 
people to write on, A3 prints of old photographs of Bulwell and paper copies of our questionnaire, 
we set up a market stall on a busy Saturday to encourage community conversations with passers-
by and shoppers; get questionnaires completed and raise the profile of the project.   

What we did achieve: The market stall event enabled us to have a presence in the heart of Bulwell 
market. The old images of Bulwell caught people’s attention and encouraged people to stop and 
talk, look through the images and complete the questionnaire or write a comment about their 
memories of Bulwell on a postcard to pin up for others to see. We gathered more questionnaires, 
and spoke to elderly residents as well as younger families and children. This event helped make the 
project consultation accessible for people that may not use the internet or library, and stimulated 
discussions about Bulwell’s history – confirming our assumptions that people love to share their own 
personal memories and make connections to the past.  

Reflections for Activity Plan: Market Stall events  

• Using the market place as a venue for community engagement helps reach young and old; 
and those who may otherwise miss out on organised community events.  Go to where 
people are.  

• Older members of the community have strong memories of Bulwell from the 60s onwards. 
People stopped to talk to us who had family histories dating way back – strong connections 
to buildings, the way things used to look and shops and transport that has changed.  

• Regular events of this kind would yield interest and there were people willing to volunteer 
and get involved in longer term projects. 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Community and Professional Involvement consultation meetings, 20th Sept  
Community meetings, 4th Dec 2019 

What we hoped to achieve:  Attendance and group facilitation at Alex Norris MP’s Big Tent event for 
local community organisations. Aimed to share news of the project and ways people could support 
– sharing questionnaires with their groups, contacts etc.  
 
In December 2020, we held two sessions on the same day – people could choose to either come to 
the afternoon or the evening session. Aimed to talk and consult with community representatives, 
group leaders and interested members of the public. Aimed to have meaningful discussion to inform 
future project planning. 

What we did achieve:  We were able to give an introduction to the project to a gathering of local 
professionals and community representatives, gather more completed questionnaires and raise the 
profile of the project.  The community sessions were really informative and helpful; we shared 
questionnaire results and were able to ask key questions to gather more data on what people value, 
what they know already about Bulwell’s history and what they’d like to know more about. Also 
discussed perceptions of Bulwell and barriers to engagement. We gathered a great list of ‘dream 
projects’ and felt energised by the interest and commitment to the project.  These sessions helped 
identify the 6 key themes to shape future community research and activities.  (Session notes 
available in Appendix 3.)  Within these community involvement meetings, discussions were facilitated 
in such a way that people could share their knowledge and learn from each other, leading to 
consideration of future involvement in a long term project.  People have realised things about 
Bulwell that they didn't know, which has increased pride and awareness of community heritage.  

Reflections for Activity Plan, Community networks 

• Rebalancing the Outer Estates Foundation works in partnership with a wide range of 
organisations to support community activity for positive change locally. Chaired by Alex 
Norris MP, the local charity is able to host events, bring a range of organisations together 
and be a catalyst for community connections and project development. There are strong 
community groups doing great work in Bulwell that the PPP project can work alongside (such 
as Helping Kids Achieve, The Toy Library, the library service, Small Steps Big Changes, 
Highbury Hospital Live team, Cat Protection team, and many more). 
 

• The community involvement meetings were well attended and provided great insight into 
potential ‘dream’ heritage projects that might be incorporated into an activity plan. 
Attendance included:  
Bill Blackamore, Community Activist  
Rev Andy Fisher, St Marys the Virgin and All Souls, Bulwell 
Alice Ullathorne, Nottingham City Council Heritage Officer 
Richard Bromhall, UNESCO City of Literature 
Claire Blakey and Jenny Bailey, Highbury Hospital Live team 
Ann Staples and Sue & Richard Knight from Bulwell Historical Society 
Gary Davies, local artist   
Joy Rice, local poet   
Gareth Morgan, Nottingham Castle 
Goran Selby, Activity Coordinator, Nottingham City Homes 
Lynda Naylor, Local studies librarian, Library Service 
Sam, Roots Out (local gardening project) 
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Paul Turton, photographer, writer and local historian 
Claire McCurdy, Nottingham City Council 
And 6 local residents (Alan Snape, Maureen Newton, Dawn Huckerby, Gwen Ringham, Edna 
Marshall, Clarice Morecroft)  

Key findings included:  

- Interest in geology and the river, it’s connection to industry and long history here.   
Insiders feel that outsiders perceptions of Bulwell are low – they hope this project could 
change that.  

- The nature of Bulwell changed in the 60s – migrants from St Anns, slum clearance.  
- Interest in the stories of women and industry.  
- Wealth of ‘dream project’ ideas connected to Bulwell’s heritage (see mtg notes in Appendix 

3) and different projects for variety of different people and groups. A desire expressed for 
PPP to be wide-ranging, creative, fun, interactive, for old and young – with mixture of ongoing 
weekly/monthly activities and focal points in the year.  

- We should build a project with climate change and environmental challenges in mind, so the 
past can be a way of saving our future eg. Heritage/sewing/ home crafts group ‘Make Do 
and Mend’ – ties in with 1940s themes and is relevant to sustainable fashion interests of 
younger generation - recycling clothes, adapting, second hand, make your own. In coming 
years, we will need to call on these ‘heritage’ skills of earlier generations.  
 

• It was also noted that are a number of people who have a great deal of knowledge 
regarding Bulwell History that we could approach to be involved in future research, 
interpretation projects and re-telling of stories.  
 

• We will need volunteering training, particularly regarding listening skills and facilitating 
discussions (helping us ensure everyone feels heard and groups are welcoming to all).   
 

• There is the potential for competition or clashes between local groups – we want to integrate 
as many as possible, encourage collaboration and share objectives, ensuring clarity of roles 
and opportunities. We need to ensure credit is given where credit is due. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Christmas Lights Switch on event in Bulwell market place, 2nd December 2019  

What we hoped to achieve: Aimed to reach people at this well attended event in order to continue 
conversations about PPP aims, gather interest, provide a Christmas activity (people were asked to 
add past Christmas memories to a paper chain) and raise profile of project among local residents 
during a community celebration. 

What we did achieve: We met new people, gathered more contacts for the mailing list and collected 
some more questionnaires. Local people shared their knowledge of local heritage, the stories they 
remember, the way Bulwell used to look and which aspects of Bulwell's history they are keen to 
know more about. Local residents have been considering what they feel children growing up in 
Bulwell should know and be taught about in school; and we have used creative ways to start 
conversations. During the Christmas Light Switch On events in the market square, passers-by 
contributed to making a paper chain, writing their memories of Christmas when they were younger 
or Christmas traditions in their own family, to help give a sense of collective activity and spark 
interest in the wider project. 
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Reflections for Activity Plan: Programming   

• Programme PPP activity alongside existing events in the annual community calendar for 
maximum engagement. 
 

• Post-Covid, nervousness and anxiety around social gatherings will take time to heal and for 
community groups, older demographic and those who have been isolating to rebuild 
community cohesion, trust, social bonds. New creative heritage projects could support this 
recovery, support groups that have disappeared to re-emerge in new ways. Digital content, 
online sharing, schools work will be important as community recovers.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

6th Formers focus group meeting, 12th December 2019    

What we aimed to achieve: Aimed to ensure we were consulting with young people (16-18 year olds), 
as well as the older generation, to better understand their perspectives and interests in heritage and 
community activities.  We felt our consultation methods up to this point, had not engaged this age 
group.  

What we did achieve: Focus group held at Bulwell Academy with five A-level Business Studies 
students.   

Reflections for the Activity Plan – Youth involvement   

• Great ideas were generated for linking heritage displays in shop windows in Bulwell centre– 
quirky ways to link themes and get interest from locals with objects in windows that may 
provide a trail or a story to follow.   

• Interested in heritage stories, but they all expressed a lack of interest in reading information 
panels – they recommended we avoid these and find different ways to share information  
through experiences that would be memorable and interactive. They want to learn new skills, 
do things with their hands or learn something of use (which may be linked to heritage) for 
future career opportunities. 

• Interested in past to a point – but also want a focus on the future and how past relates to 
now and future opportunities. Make it relevant.  

• Open to ideas of greening the school – pots, gardening projects etc  
• 3 of the 5 young people in the group agreed to volunteer or take responsibility for an 

element of a future project. Link with Bulwell Academy students to embed young leadership 
opportunities.  Interest in marketing, business, involving their peers etc   

____________________________________________________________________ 

Questionnaires, 166 responses   

What we wanted to achieve: Opportunity to gather data from wide range of people about their 
interests in heritage and local history to inform future project planning, identify themes for 3 year 
bid. 

What we did achieve: We used paper questionnaires, and an online version (using surveymonkey), 
as a way of gathering insight into people's interests and as a conversation starter during 
consultation events on Bulwell market square (see Appendix 4). Unfortunately we omitted questions 
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on age, ethnicity and disability which would have provided further insight into who had completed 
the survey.  Of the 166 respondents, 83 people live in Bulwell (51%), 57 people work in Bulwell (35%) 
55 people work in Nottingham and 19 live outside Nottingham.   4 people skipped the question.   
(Appendix 5, Fig 1)  
 
67% of respondents answered yes to the question, ‘Have you heard or do you know anything about 
Bulwell’s history?’; 32% answered no. (Appendix 5, Fig 2) 

We asked people how they know about Bulwell’s history and just over half of the 129 people who 
answered this question stated Family members as their source of knowledge. 40% also know about 
Bulwell’s history from the internet, with 25% siting local papers and 21% siting their own research or 
library use.  16% of respondents stated they knew about local history from attending history or 
community groups.   (Appendix 5, Fig 3) 

We wanted to know why people come to Bulwell and the overwhelming majority come to shop – 
77%.  The next most popular reason for coming to Bulwell was to see the doctor (39%) and to use 
transport and the tram (36%).  20% of our 159 respondents to this question also use the library. 17% 
go to school.  (Appendix 5, Fig 4).  People also gave other reasons for coming to Bulwell including to 
go to the café at Riverside, to use Bulwell Bogs park, to visit friends at Wetherspoons and visits to 
the post office.  

When asked ‘What do you know now about Bulwell’s history?’ just over half of the 131 respondents to 
this question answered ‘Pits’ (52.3%), with Bulwell Stone (47%) and Bulwell Hall (46%) also being 
known by almost half of the respondents.  The least well known area of history was Medieval 
Bulwell, with only 11% of respondents claiming to know about it, followed by Victorian Bulwell, with 
only 14%. (See Appendix 5, Fig 5). 

An overwhelming 93% of respondents answered YES to the question ‘Would you like to find out more 
about Bulwell’s history’ (139 out of 150 people that answered this question).   (Appendix 5, Fig 6) 

We asked where people would like to find out more information about Bulwell’s history and Bulwell 
Riverside (a joint-service centre with the library, 2 doctors surgeries, health clinic, café and sports 
and youth facilities) was chosen by 70% of respondents (99 people).  The Library itself was chosen 
by 57% of respondents, and market place by almost 47%.  41 people (29%) also felt a purpose-built 
centre would be a good idea. (Appendix 5, Fig 7).  

When asked how they would like to find out more about Bulwell’s history and heritage, there was a 
fairly evenly mixed response, with the most popular answers being a Bulwell History Website (64%, 
93 people). Heritage activity days (45%), Social Media (42%) and Talking to Someone (41%).  The 
lowest response was Dressing up/Historic costume (18%, 27 people) and Interactive technology 
(22%, 32 people).  (See Appendix, Fig 8 for full breakdown).  

One of our most important questions was ‘What would you like to find out about?’ Respondents 
could tick all the options that interested them. 143 people answered this question and War-time 
Bulwell came top, with 62% of respondents wanting to know more about this period of Bulwell’s 
history.  Bulwell Hall and Park (56%), Well-known Bulwell People (55%), Bulwell Pits (54%), Anglo-
Saxon and Medieval Bulwell (50%) were all of similar popularity; with Historic Buildings (47%) and 
Bulwell stone (46%) also of interest to almost half of the respondents. The least popular subjects 
were Transport (23%) and Industry (27%).  This has helped us determine 6 key themes to focus our 
future activities around. (Appendix 5, Fig 10)  
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We asked respondents if they would be interested in getting involved in various types of groups or 
projects. 100 people responded to this question and the highest percentage score for any of the 
options was 35% (35 people) for Craft groups.  The least was ‘Giving Talks’ at 7% (7 people).  33% 
said they were interested in helping to uncover more of Bulwell’s past; and 32% said they would be 
interested in sharing their own stories.  11 people were interested in recording oral histories. The full 
breakdown can be seen in Appendix 5, Fig 10.   

We asked whether people would like to volunteer on this Project and were pleased that 33 people 
ticked yes!  (Appendix 5, Fig 11). This felt like a great result and there was an openness to explore 
what this might mean. Respondents offered ways they felt they could get involved, ranging from 
‘giving time and store space’, to ‘promoting activities’, or ‘developing Arts Award Discover 
programme’ and ‘running creative sessions with schools and community groups.’  Some local 
residents expressed the wish for participation projects to lead to ‘tangible visible improvements’ for 
Bulwell – a mixture of temporary and permanent outcomes.  Others were appreciative of the 
project, but not sure how they could help.  

89 people shared an email address with us to be kept informed of future developments. 

Reflections for Activity Plan: Key findings from questionnaire  

• Family history will be an important way of engaging people in Bulwell’s wider history.  
• An engaging website and social media presence will help hook people in.  
• A mixture of Heritage days and events around different themes, and regular weekly activities 

that build friendships and trust, will provide a range of entry points with the project.   
• Ensure there are events and information about Bulwell’s heritage in hot-spots and busy 

places in Bulwell – such as Riverside, the Market Place and the Library.  Go where people are. 
• The answers to ‘What would you like to find out about?’ have helped us identify 6 key themes 

for a 3 year project.  
• There is scope and interest to develop a volunteer programme and ‘Friends’ group.  

____________________________________________________________________ 

Facebook Group   

What we wanted to achieve  To establish an online presence on social media for people to be 
introduced to the Pots, Pits, People project, enable us to thank National Lottery players and Heritage 
Lottery fund, share news of events, ways to get involved and connect with a range of individuals and 
groups locally.   

What we did achieve  The Pots, Pits and People facebook page has 249 likes and is followed by 256 
people. It has been a good way to promote activities and keep in touch with people during 
lockdown. The Ode to Bulwell Film produced in December 2020 to re-connect people with the 
project has had 7.1k views.  This is a short film showing locations around Bulwell with Nicola Curzon 
narrating a collaborative poem, written following online creative writing workshops.  

Reflections for Activity Plan, social media  

• Continue to use digital platforms to engage with wider audiences.   
• Important to have someone responsible for regular posts and to reply to messages.  

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Interpretation Options Appraisal   

What we wanted to achieve  Working with an external consultant, Phil Songhurst from 
Imagemakers, to consider identified themes and interpretation options to bring Bulwell’s heritage to 
life for different audiences, participants and visitors.  Aimed to consider wide range of opportunities 
that might feature within a 3 year bid; and provide a guide to costings and considerations of various 
options.  These would inform an Activity Plan, be shared with stakeholders and potential partners 
and need consideration with Project team and Rebalancing board prior to submitting a future bid.  

What we did achieve  An Interpretation Options Appraisal has been completed and provided to HLF 
separately. It draws together thoughts and ideas about how interpretive installations and media can 
assist in the Pots, Pits and People project and also identifies some additional funding streams which 
can be explored to supplement HLF applications and / or act as match funding for specific features. 
The presentation provides visuals for each option and links to our identified themes.  The options 
appraisal sets out next steps within a delivery stage - to hold a creative workshop with key 
stakeholders, map out proposed interventions and cross-reference design ideas with activities to 
create a narrative map to ensure all themes and stories are represented.  This will lead to a Concept 
Design cost plan and ideas will be tested through various community engagement activities. Once 
approved, each idea will then be worked up into a design stage for tender (design, manufacture and 
install).  

Reflections for Activity Plan, Interpretation Options Appraisal  

• Interpretation Options included in the presentation (attached separately) were:  
 

- Interpretative sculpture  
- Underpass public art  
- Anamorphic sculpture  
- Former building footprint  
- Town and park trails  
- Children’s Activity trails  
- Education packs  
- Points of Interest Plaques  
- Pavement art / Interpretation  
- Character totems  
- Interpretative benches  
- Models  
- Interpretations panels  
- Large format graphics  
- Lens / AR panels  
- Smartphone apps  
- Touchscreens / kiosks  
- Website  
- Community Film / theatre  
- Oral Histories  
- Storytelling  
- Son et Lumiere  
- Immersive audio visual  
- Heritage healing and wellbeing projects  
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- Step Back in time house  
- Community / visitor feedback, thoughts and pledges  
- Interactives – simple and complex   

A summary page (extracted from Options Appraisal) with indicative costs for various options 
with links to key themes…  

 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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An Ode to Bulwell Project  

What we hoped to achieve:  Following a pause in project delivery due to Covid, we wanted to find a 
way to creatively evaluate what had been achieved to date and reconnect with community 
stakeholders and schools whilst also working with a potential long-term partner, New Perspectives 
Theatre Company.  The piece would provide quality content for our website and a new way to 
engage with community champions, digitally capturing voices and filming key individuals.   

What we did achieve:  We re-connected with individuals and organisations that had previously come 
to our community sessions, re-engaged with local schools offering them creative writing prompts for 
the classroom, recorded interviews with key figures (Denis Robinson and Ros Yousouf) and held two 
online creative writing workshops on zoom.  Nicola Curzon galvanised community involvement in the 
making of a 3 minute film with a professional filmmaker, Ian Dearman.  The final film gives a sense 
of history, pride and belonging to Bulwell, ‘our home’. Watch here: https://fb.watch/3rKk6H0EMg/    

Reflections for Activity plan: New ways of working during and post-Covid  

• Reconnecting with members of Bulwell’s Historical Society increased our understanding of 
the isolation faced by older members of the community and current worries about whether 
they will recover as a group. They expressed the hope that Pots, Pits and People will continue 
to bring them together in new ways.  

• New forms of online communication (such as zoom) are accessible to some, but many are 
experiencing the digital divide and do not any connectivity with the outside world.  

• With 7.1k views on facebook, the short film and poem ‘An Ode to Bulwell’ was much 
appreciated, shared and liked by many with a connection to Bulwell. The words and images 
must have resonated and it reinforced our wish to do more and continue to work with New 
Perspectives Theatre Company on heritage-related community projects.    
 
 

Reflections from Partners:  
 
Jayne Williams, Participation Director, New 
Perspectives Theatre Company (Dec 2020)  
 
“If somebody told me a year ago that I would be 
working with communities without physically 
being there, and we'd still manage to create 
authentic, genuine connections, I would have 
questioned the possibility. But, working with 
Nicola on the Pots, Pits and People project has 
made me realise that, as long as you have a 
member of that community who is hugely 
respected by their neighbours and has a legacy 
of creating an artistic platform that amplifies 
local voices, then it’s definitely possible and may 
even be a nourishing and incredibly moving 
experience for everyone.  
 
Nicola and I have never met in real life and yet I 
feel like we are old friends. We've worked closely 
together to produce a creative writing experience 
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that interrogates and celebrates place - Bulwell. I 
devised some poetry prompts as a creative 
provocation for participants to share thoughts 
about Bulwell, past, present and future. Created 
a film to act as a mini writing workshop for 
schools, and facilitated Zoom workshops with 
local residents. Nicola organised recorded phone 
interviews with those who wanted to contribute 
but didn't have access to the internet and we 
ended up with several hours of recordings along 
with a song that someone created. All to gather 
words which I then weaved together to create a 
collective poem to provide the voice over 
narrative for a visual walk through of Bulwell, 
depicting the people and the places. Culminating 
in a 3 minute film beautifully executed by Ian 
Dearman, whom I have met in real life and have 
worked with for over 15 years.  
 
I didn't think it possible to make a genuine 
connection without being in Bulwell myself and 
meeting people, being together, sharing their 
space, but the outcome, the film, has a moving 
impact emotionally which suggests there was 
that connection even through phones and 
screens. This makes me very excited for the 
future, especially in terms of what we might be 
able to achieve with more financial support and 
when it is finally safe to meet.” 
 
 
Sally Anne Tye, Executive Director,  
New Perspectives Theatre Company  (Dec 2020) 

“With a 47 year track record, at New 
Perspectives we place the audience at the heart 
of work. From touring theatre into rural 
communities, theatres, arts centres and festivals, 
programming work alongside volunteer 
promoters and co-creating work in partnership 
in the heart of communities our focus is to 
enable equal access to the arts wherever you 
might be. 

Located in Basford and adjacent to Bulwell, as a 
touring company our work travels, taking 
creative experiences to doorsteps across the 
length and breadth of the UK and further afield. 
To work in partnership by developing a longer-
term creative project on our own doorstep 
would for the first time root our work within the 
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community we are situated in and at the same 
time showcase our practices on our doorstep.  
I'm thrilled that you like the film and is a clear 
demonstration of how effective partnership work 
can net results and it has been a pleasure and 
privilege to be a part of. As Jayne references this 
does signal the enormous potential a 3 year 
project can achieve and after the 2020 year this 
is perfectly timed to demonstrate what can be 
achieved placing creativity in the hands and at 
the heart of a community.” 

 

 

 

A selection of facebook shares…. Sharing the love for Bulwell!   
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3. What’s next?  
Delivery phase – Identified themes and activities for the next 3 years.  
  
Building on findings from the development phase, we have identified 6 key themes for future 
Pots, Pits and People projects over the next 3 years.    
 
 Year 1   Wartime Bulwell    Bulwell Hall and Park 
 
 Year 2  Bulwell People – stories   Industry (Stone, Pots, Pits)  
 
 Year 3  Anglo-Saxon and Medieval   Victorians  
 
An newly-appointed Project team will work with community groups and the education sector 
to uncover Bulwell's community heritage and find ways to share it more broadly; using the 
Interpretations Options Appraisal as a guide for developing a host of engagement projects 
with children in schools, families, community groups and local residents.   

Resources for Delivery  

If successful in a future 3 year bid, we envisage that the Pots, Pits and People project will be 
managed by a Project Team reporting to Rebalancing the Outer Estates Foundation.  

Two new posts are proposed both to be contracted on a self-employed basis. Specifically 
these are:  

• A part time post of Project Manager to have overall responsibility for ensuring effective 
delivery of the project. The role is based on a model of a 0.6 FTE post delivering 21 hours per 
week for each year of the project.  The post holder will be the lead officer for the project, 
ensuring successful project delivery; develop key policies; commission the design and build of 
interpretation; build on and develop new partnerships; manage the Volunteer and Activities 
Co-ordinator; manage project finances, supervise the heritage trainees; carry out monitoring 
and evaluation and provide reports on progress. The contractor will be based at Riverside.  

• A part time post of Volunteer and Activities Coordinator to have overall responsibility for 
delivering the activity plan. The post holder will set up and manage the Friends of Pots, Pits 
and People, recruit, train and manage volunteers, develop community networks and 
partnerships; support Bulwell Historical Society and the Teacher Advisory Group; develop and 
deliver the programme of community activities and events; carry out monitoring and 
evaluation and provide reports on progress.  
 
Other freelance posts will be recruited (such as creative practitioners and heritage 
researchers and writers) for particular projects.  External consultants will support the delivery 
of Interpretation projects and an external evaluator will be appointed to oversee evaluation 
processes are robust.  
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Following our consultation activities, these are the all year-round activities that we 
would recommend form the basis of an application to continue the Pots, Pits, People 
project: 

1. Stakeholder and community engagement activities to select Interpretation projects, 
managed by freelance Project Manager to see through the concept, design and 
installation stages.   
 

2. Weekly/monthly community activities, supported by freelance Volunteer and Activities 
coordinator to support inclusion and wellbeing - including but not limited to:  
o Walking groups; 
o Skills workshops (stone masonry, gardening, clay potting, volunteer training, walk 

leaders training);  
o Craft Groups (Make do and mend /textiles/upcycling) 
o Oral histories (oral history training, book a session, add them to website)  
o Research and Reminiscence group  
o Beautiful Bulwell (greening projects throughout the year) 
o Community theatre projects 

 
3. Preparation and planning, including community and partner organisations’ involvement,  

towards two ‘heritage festivals’ per year – in May and Sept - so that each theme has a 
‘spotlight’ with exhibitions, intergenerational events and widening participation 
opportunities – taking place at Riverside (Bulwell Library), local shops and in the market 
place.  Potential writer-in-residence from New Perspectives supporting ‘public showings’.   
 

4. Website development will be ongoing – including interactive features  
 

5. Development of Education resources linked to Bulwell’s local history / convening of 
Teachers Advisory group once a term.   

 
o Themed resources for teachers to adapt for different key stages – linked to cross-

curricular subjects (History, Geography, Art, English, Science) Key themes include 
Anglo-Saxon, Victorian, World War II, as well as Bulwell’s industrial past. 

o Museum of our streets  
o ‘Children as Experts’ 
o ‘Teaching the Teachers’  
o Support for Arts Mark and Arts Award  
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4. Potential partner networks  

Education networks  
 
Bulwell St Mary’s CE Primary & Nursery  
Cantrell Primary & Nursery School  
Crabtree Farm Primary & Nursery School  
Our Lady of Perpetual Succour Primary School 
Rufford Primary & Nursery School  
Snape Wood Primary & Nursery School  
Springfield Primary and Nursery Academy  
 
Bulwell Academy (Secondary) 
 
ChalleNGe, Cultural Education Partnership hosted by Nottingham Trent University 
  
‘Bulwell Going Places’ project (Afterschool clubs), Centre for Schools and Community 
Engagement, Nottingham Trent University  

Equipped to Succeed – training providers  

Two Universities in Nottingham, academics and researchers  
 
 
Community networks  
 
Potential local partners 
Bulwell Job Centre   
Double T (building projects, reinvesting in youth projects, experience of intergenerational 
heritage projects looking at employment) 
Helping Kids Achieve, Kieren Thompson – local youth work, youth club, podcast  
Police, community police officers  
Life (centre for adults with learning disabilities next to Riverside)  
Nottingham City Homes, independent living schemes and Tenant Academy courses for 
volunteer training  
Bulwell Toy Library (family mentors, play provision, located in Bulwell Hall and Park)  
Neighbourhood Offices – Nottingham City Council, Neighbourhood Development 
NCVS – volunteer support 
Bulwell Library and local studies library  
Bulwell Arts Festival / One Vision  
Bestwood Partnership (covers Area 1) 
Bulwell Partnership (an informal non-constituted network) 

Community groups in Bulwell – could be approached to get involved in various activities. 
Tesco groups – (a number of groups meet in Tesco community rooms)  
Scouts/brownies 
Knit and natter groups  
Roots Out gardening project by Bulwell Hall 
Duchess Gardens / Mariner Court coffee and craft mornings (NCH) 
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Cats Protection – community hub  
Community Together – social prescribing services  
Residential homes  
Crochet clinic  
Community Choir  
Bulwell Forest Bowls club  
Bulwell Forest Golf club  
Bulwell Healthy Living centre  
Sons of Rest  
Active Nottingham 
Carers Support Group 
Crabtree Community hub  
Mellish Sports centre  
Community cafes   
 
 

Heritage and Cultural networks  

Bulwell Historical Society  
City Arts  
Hucknall Aerodrome 
Imagemakers   
Lakeside Arts  
National Coal Mining Museum  
National Stone Centre  
New Perspectives Theatre Company  
Nottingham Castle 
Nottingham City Council – Heritage officers  
Nottingham City Libraries  
Nottingham City Museums and Galleries  
Nottinghamshire Mining Museum  
Notts Wildlife Trust  
UNESCO City of Literature 
University of Nottingham Museum (object boxes)  
 
 

 

These lists provide a reference point for future audience development and marketing plans, 
partnership development and collaborations,.  These lists are not exhaustive  
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5. Longer term outcomes – our vision  

A longer-term Pots, Pits and People project will create exciting opportunities to uncover Bulwell’s 
past and offer a wide range of learning and participation activities for local people, including all 
children and young people at school in Bulwell.  

Visitors to Bulwell will be encouraged to visit and interact with new heritage displays and gain 
greater insights into the locality’s heritage.  

Meeting HLF’s Aims 

We believe Pots, Pits and People has the potential to meet the Heritage Lottery Funds aims to:   

• boost the local economy 

• encourage skills development and job creation 

• support wellbeing 

• create better places to live, work and visit 

• improve the resilience of organisations working in heritage 

We will demonstrate in a future application how the project can build long-term environmental 
sustainability and inclusion into future plans.  

The consultancy team involved in this delivery phrase would like to continue to support 
Rebalancing to apply for further funds from HLF (up to £250,000); developing the case for how 
Pots, Pits and People will meet the following HLF outcomes:  

A wider range of people will be involved in heritage  
Heritage will be identified and better explained  
People will have developed skills  
People will have learned about heritage, leading to change in ideas and actions  
People will have greater wellbeing  
The local area will be a better place to live, work and visit  
The local economy will be boosted  
 

The project will enable Rebalancing to continue to develop its role in the community, harnessing 
opportunities for partnership projects that support positive change and local involvement.   
 
Rebalancing is committed to community engagement and works closely with other 
organisations to provide activities that promote healthy living, skills development and creativity. 
 
Given Bulwell’s high levels of multiple deprivation, a successful bid will enable Rebalancing to 
develop an activity programme which is inclusive, and which will support local people to 
recognise and develop their talents and aspirations. All work with local communities builds on 
existing trust, knowledge, expertise and good practice. The Project team will work with local 
people to co-produce materials, whether for education work with schools, interpretation of the 
local history incorporating oral histories, co-designing the events and activities programme, or 
the volunteering programme.  
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Future Evaluation  

The appointed Project team will use the Generic Learning and Social Outcomes structure as 
developed through MLA’s ‘Inspiring Learning for All’ methodology to guide their planning and 
evaluation. Outcomes will be ascribed to our activities and data gathered to monitor 
performance and achievement of those outcomes. During the project this data will be evaluated 
by the Project Team in discussion with Rebalancing and appropriate action taken.   

Guidance will be followed from Heritage Lottery Fund regarding best practice for evaluation, 
ensuring a clear structure and logic model – considering input, outputs and outcomes.  

Specific data to support evaluation and identify trends will include regular feedback from staff, 
volunteers, stakeholders, partners and participants. It is anticipated that both quantitative and 
qualitative data will be gathered and analysed, specifically:  

• participants in the community activities programme logged and quantified by post code; 
gender, ethnicity, age, disability;  

• numbers of visitors attending events logged (by timed counts);  
• analysis of web usage and downloads of resources, trails;  
• event survey feedback cards completed by participants gathered by event stewards to 

explore motivation for attendance, feedback on the experience, ideas for future 
development;  

• feedback cards completed by participants in activities;  
• informal evidence, oral and written will be collected to enhance and develop the offer  
• focus group feedback from a sample of:  

- organised groups  
- teachers and participants following any formal education activities; 
- members of local community involved in projects 
- volunteers.  

The Project Manager and the Volunteer and Activities Coordinator will be responsible for 
generating evaluation reports, gathering and analysing data and reporting regularly to the 
Project Team. An external evaluator will be appointed to provide scrutiny and advice on this 
activity and report regularly to the Project Team and Rebalancing the Outer Estates Foundation.  

All activities will be designed to meet Heritage Lottery Fund’s aims, and we will and will be 
mapped in a detailed Activity Plan for submission with a 3 year bid when appropriate. Activities 
will be designed to reach out to audiences, engaging them in learning and inspiring them to 
participate in heritage.  
 
Specifically:  

• a wider range of people will be encouraged to participate in volunteering through increased 
opportunities including working with formal education groups, stewarding and guiding, 
undertaking history research, organising activities and events, serving on the Friends 
committee, fundraising, developing co-commissioning proposals. The new Friends group will 
be developed and launched to attract new volunteers.  
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• new interpretation will encourage people to learn about the history and heritage of Bulwell 
and be inspired to visit locations around Bulwell. Special materials will be available to people 
with access issues;  

• community events and activities will enable us to reach out to the broader community 
enabling a range of diverse voices to be heard. This work will aid community cohesion by 
bringing people together, sharing experiences and enabling Rebalancing to promote 
creativity, cultural and heritage activities in partnership with a host of community 
organisations, supported by professional expertise.  

• new promotional material available through a range of media on-site and on-line, together 
with improved signage in public spaces around Bulwell   

• the new formal education programme will enable us to collaborate with local schools 
ensuring education resources are developed that are cost effective and sustainable for long-
term activity (beyond the 3 years of this project);  

• we will seek to enable young people to develop their skills and talents to prepare them for 
employment or further education and bring new insights and experiences to support the 
development of our work;  

• Interpretation options will be selected that take account of accessibility needs, including 
signage, lighting and audio loops and headsets that will encourage elderly people and those 
with disabilities to have more confidence in taking part and getting involved.  

Longer term benefits and legacy  

When considering interpretation options, education programmes, heritage events and weekly 
community activities, we are mindful of the need to incorporate an exit strategy from the 
beginning - developing learning activities, resources and services that have the capacity to 
be self-sustainable.  

In identifying activities, we will be considering the needs of different groups - including the 
need to be sensitive of peoples’ differing experiences of lockdown, and natural hesitancy to 
gather and participate in community events in public spaces.  We will design projects with 
wellbeing in mind, recognising the toll that Covid and national lockdowns have had on 
peoples’ mental health over the last 12 months.  Any PPP events taking place in 2021 will be 
socially distanced and Covid secure, and digital technologies will be used to build information 
banks for self-led learning too.   

Rebalancing will benefit from having paid freelance staff for the duration of the project to 
build capacity and cement emerging partnerships and recruit and train volunteers. We are 
aware however that at the end of the 3 year funding, there will be a need to seek additional 
support from Trusts and Foundations or activities will need to be delivered by volunteers and 
project partners. Hence the need for strong local community and education partnerships 
from the start, to ensure the participatory elements of Pots, Pits and People can be 
sustainable in the longer term.   

Local businesses will be supported to engage in the project, and we expect selected 
Interpretation projects to include ‘Beautiful Bulwell’ projects – enhancing the local 
environment.    

Ongoing activities will include skills-based workshops and training events – supporting 
peoples’ confidence and self-esteem, their overall wellbeing and sense of purpose.   
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Future Sustainability  
 
If successful in a new 3-year bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund; PPP projects will be developed 
to be sustainable by:  

• establishing the new Friends of Pots, Pits and People group to become the focus for 
volunteering activity;  

• designing and delivering education resources in partnership with the Teacher Advisory 
Group, that will be used beyond the life of this project;  

• establishing robust processes and procedures for creating an annual events programme, 
health and safety assessments, and marketing and promotion activity which can be 
managed by volunteers and supported by established community partners;  

• recruiting and training volunteers to support a wider range of activities including learning 
activities and events;  

• working collaboratively with partners to increase knowledge of Bulwell’s community heritage 
in order that they may connect opportunities within future family and community learning 
projects.  

• building on the findings of the external evaluator, sharing this with Rebalancing Board 
members and Project partners so that formative evaluation is built into our planning 
processes on a continuous basis.  

Developing the project has already brought new relationships with local community networks 
and potential partners. We have learned about the views of local residents, people who work 
in Bulwell and community champions and group leaders.  We’ve discussed a range of ‘dream 
projects’ and how negative perceptions of Bulwell and barriers to involvement may be 
overcome.  Mechanisms for consultation, gathering feedback and data collection have been 
developed, and will continue into the delivery phase in order to create a more detailed 
Activity Plan. Our work will be continuous, robustly managed and supported by an external 
evaluator.  

Rebalancing and partners will take opportunities to share the project outcomes as widely as 
possible through local networking and presentations and by attending national conferences 
and contributing to journal articles.   
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Appendix 1  

 

1. Pots, Pits and People - Activity Log   

19th September 2019 – Consultancy team (Cathy Mahmood, Hilary Wheat, Nicola Curzon) 
recruited.   
 
20th September 2019 – Rebalancing’s Big Tent Event - Consultancy team attended and 
shared aims of project with local community group leaders, MP for Nottingham North Alex 
Norris, and local organisations. 
 
1st October 2019 – Logo design and branding agreements (Jonny Norridge) 
4th October 2019 – Project Team Meeting (inc Suzi Clark and Linda Abbott) & Consultancy 
team Planning meeting  
 
12th October 2019 – Saturday Market Place event – 10–2pm consultation and engagement 
activities with shoppers, gathering of stories and questionnaires  
 
12th October 2019 – Facebook group established and Questionnaires available online and at 
the local library  
 
15th October 2019 – Teachers Consultation Meeting, Cantrell School with all local primaries 
  
Wk beginning 4th November 2019 – visits to local community groups with paper 
questionnaires (Knit and Natter group at Riverside, crafts group at Mariners Court 
Independent living)  
 
6th November 2019 – Project team meeting with Gareth Morgan (Nottingham Castle Trust and 
Linda Abbott, Bulwell EAZ)  
 
27th November 2019 - Consultancy team attended the Heritage Schools Learning Day, 
organized by UNESCO City of Literature at Nottingham Trent University.  
 
28th November 2019 – Consultancy team attended ‘Our Past, Our Stories, Our Future’ 
Symposium for heritage professionals at Nottingham Trent University, UNESCO City of Lit. 
 
Monday 2nd December 2019 – Market Stall consultation and engagement activities during 
Bulwell Christmas Light Switch on.  Gathering more questionnaires  
 
Wednesday 4th December 2019 – Community Involvement Meetings at Bulwell Riverside, 1.30-
3pm and 6pm-7.30pm.  Focus groups with local community leaders and professionals. 
 
Tuesday 10th December 2019 – Consultation team attended the Heritage Nottingham Event at 
The Urban Room, Carrington Street re Nottingham stories.  
 
Thursday 12th December 2019 – Focus group with 6th form students at Bulwell Academy. 
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During October to December 2019, gathering of questionnaires and liaison with schools and 
community groups has been the main focus. 
 
January – March 2020 – consultancy team collated data, submitted interim report to 
Heritage Fund, and planned next steps; including the wish to develop a website for Pots, Pits 
and People; the need to work with Imagemakers on an Options appraisal and planning for a 
final community event to be held at Riverside Library to share findings and consult on the 
shape of a 3 year heritage project.   
 
At the end of March, Covid-19 and a national lockdown put a halt on our final event plans. 
However, work continued on the Options Appraisal, with meetings held via skype with Phil 
Songhurst from Imagemakers to imagine possibilities for interpretation projects, large-scale 
community engagement initiatives and ways to bring Bulwell’s history alive for local children 
in schools and local residents and visitors.  
 
April 2020 – Options Appraisal meetings with Imagemakers completed and final report 
shared with Project Team.   
An extension to the project end date was sought to enable the consultancy team to re-
evaluate next steps in the light of Covid-19 and the impact it would have on future funding 
bids. The Heritage Fund closed funding applications and so we decided to take a break and 
consider next steps.  We spent this time developing an online presence with a new website 
www.potspitsandpeople.co.uk and considered new ways to re-engage with local stakeholders 
and remind them of our intentions to submit a bid to the Heritage Fund when funding rounds 
re-opened.   
 
Sept 2020 – we requested an extension to the end of 2020 to complete the project and 
evaluation report; and shared plans with the Heritage Fund to work with New Perspectives 
Theatre Company on developing content for the website, making a short film following online 
creative writing workshops with local schools and members of the community – based on the 
format of ‘I Come From..’ poems that can so evocatively capture of sense of time and place.   
 
5 November – Meeting with project partners, New Perspectives, to discuss creative evaluation 
and re-igniting community engagement in PPP project.   
 
10 November – ‘An Ode to Bulwell’ meeting with Sally Anne-Tye and Jayne Williams (New 
Perspectives), Nicola Curzon and Cathy Mahmood  
 
14 November – Jayne Williams attended Poetry in Schools workshop led by renowned 
educator and writer, Kate Clanchy.  
 
16 November – sharing of ‘An Ode to Bulwell’ invitation to take part; telephone calls, letter 
drops, local schools’ liaison, zoom calls with Historical Society and individuals to encourage 
people to attend online Creative Writing workshops or share own words based on circulated 
writing ‘prompts’.  Pre-recorded workshop video shared with schools.  
 
26 November 6.30 – 8pm – Creative Writing Zoom, led by Jayne Williams, Participation 
Director at New Perspectives 
  
1 December 2020 11am – 12.30pm – Creative Writing Zoom, led by Jayne Williams.  
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December 2020 Telephone interviews recorded with Ros Yousouf (interviewed by Nicola 
Curzon) and Denis Robinson (interviewed by Joy Rice) (transcripts available).   
 
11 December – Deadline for all contributions towards collective poem. Jayne writes collective 
poem from material gathered from numerous contributors.  
 
14 December – Nicola Curzon organises day of filming around Bulwell with filmmaker Ian 
Dearman, taking him to key locations, including filming of community figures/groups on their 
doorsteps/in situ around Bulwell.  

20 December 2020 – Final edit of short collective poem shared on Pots, Pits, People 
Facebook page.  Receives 4.9k views in 3 days.  At time of writing, has been had 7.1k views. 
View here: https://fb.watch/3rKk6H0EMg/   
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Appendix 2  
 
Notes from Primary Education Consultation    
15th October 2019, hosted at Cantrell School  

 
Present  
Cathy Mahmood, Nicola Curzon, Hilary Wheat (PPP Consultancy Team)  
Suzi Clark, Rebalancing Outer Estates Foundation (PPP Project Team)  
Debbie Weaver (Head); Jordan White, Rachel and Jess Strickland (Cantrell School) 
Becca and Lizzie, Crabtree School (Crabtree School) 
Emma Smith  
Aiden (Snapewood School) 
Sarah Fedyszyn (Our Lady of Perpetual Succour) 
Alison Tones (Rufford School) 
 
Q1 What do you know and what do you do now relating to local history/Bulwell 
 
All Years 
Work with local churches at different times of year (particularly St Mary’s and St John the 
Divine) 
Royal British Legion come into school for Remembrance Day 
 
Foundation/Reception:  
Walk and Play – Bulwell Park, Vernon Park 
 
Year 1 
Involvement with local arts projects/library 
Visit to Local Fire Engine 
NHS staff come and talk to children 
Travel and Transport – Now and then 
Walk around Bulwell, local map, local environment, visit Bulwell Hall Park 
Where do I live, what’s in my local area,mapping the local area – transport, shops, rivers 
Stone Age Experience. 
 
Year 2 
Litter picking, traffic survey 
Visit St Mary’s Church 
Bulwell visit - look at different buildings and time periods 
Understanding where Bulwell is in relation to the rest of the City 
First school in Nottm(?), talk from owner, look at photos 
Visit local parks, ‘pirate park’ linked to topic work 
Digging for dinosaurs 
 
Year 3 
Visits to St Mary’s Church, Carol Concert 
Stone Age to Iron age Britain 
Learning walk around Bulwell - physical features 
Andrew Moore (history governor, links with talks in schools 
Ralph Surman (Twitter feed) Bulwell Now and Then. Deputy Head does assembly, shares 
photos 
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Visit Bulwell library (all years) 
Orienteering at Wollaton Hall 
 
Year 4 
Visit Bulwell Forest garden – looking at environment 
Local sound study 
Local Victoria Cross winners – focus on WW1 for Remembrance 
 
Year 5 
Cresswell Craggs visit – Stone Age, prior to Bulwell Hall Park visit 
Learn about how WWII affected children living in Bulwell 
The Victorians 
Wollaton Hall, sleep over in tents, orienteering 
History of NHS – social change since 1948, including schools and hospitals 
Human migration – kinder-transport and modern refugee crisis 
 
Year 6 
Contrast local amenities with another area 
Local area links to WWI 
Local police officers work with children 
Southwell Workhouse visit 
Cantrell School take part in the Arts Awards Yr 6 Discoverers/Explorers 
Archaeology – Have test pits. Jordan: experimental archaeology. Aiden: offers simulated 
archaeology, hiding things in a sandpit. (Young Archaelogists Society HW) 
 
Q2 What would you like to know about Bulwell and what would you like to do about Bulwell? 
 
Don’t know anything about Bulwell, difficult to find info on the internet. 
I know the name Bulwell Hall, but I don’t know anything about it. 
 

• Intergenerational work: Finding knowledge in schools through grandparents, older school 
members, Rufford School:, old peoples home visits, family tree. Snape Wood School 
Christmas visit old peoples’ home (Christmas carols). 
 

• What is significant about each school in Bulwell (History of each school in Bulwell?). Jess, 
Cantrell School: the history of the schools/when they were built/added to. Looking at 
rocks/stones. 

 
• Bulwell visits – give it a purpose, where was something, where did something take place. QR 

Codes around Bulwell giving info eg B&M was the Olympia Theatre with images. Currently 
very little heritage knowledge. History House (like the BBC2 programme) Re-create a 
colliery house. Needs to have a Sense of Place and children need to be able to relate to it. 
McCarthy’s Brick Works – can kids make their own bricks. Build with their bricks. Construction 
skills. Spinners/Dyers in Bulwell. Aiden: use of technology, VR, to step back into the past 

 
• Heritage Day Tour or Heritage Activity Day – stonemasons, joiners, roofers, stained glass. 

Practical skills, industry, demonstrations. Giving kids skills. Stonemasonry – leaving your 
mark. Link with J Wright roofing. 
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• Wollaton Hall – Industrial museum – link with Bulwell. Bestwood Colliery?? (Museum). Our 
Ladies School went to dig clay, make pots, owned by Notts Wildlife Trust, Sellars Wood. (HW 
Follow Up) 

 
• Anglo Saxon settlement – need to know more about this. Anglo Saxons on the Curriculum. 

Interest in Anglo Saxon Bulwell – name origins, where was the Anglo Saxon settlement? Any 
Anglo Saxon finds discovered? WWII - Polish airmen at Hucknall Aerodrome in WWII great 
story for now, link with Polish immigrants (Polish food shops).Hucknall Aerodrome – 6 world 
firsts. Jess – Aerozone at East Midlands Aiport, also Newark Air Museum mentioned. 

 
• Kids like to identify with someone (Should we have a cast of Bulwell characters?) Aiden, 

Snape Wood: Children connect to/identify with individuals/characters, like dressing up. 
Victorian school. Luke Fletcher (Notts Cricketer from Bulwell). 6 Victoria Cross winners – 
visiting their houses (HW investigate). The Mayflower anniversary, 400 years, Pilgrims, local 
links. 

 
• Types of activity - Poets/Poems: writers to come into schools (literacy). Artefacts Box – very 

popular. Drama. Nottingham Community Wardrobe – schools have to pay to use this on 
Carlton Hill. Used for WWII, Evacuees Day. Costs few pounds per item. (HW Could we help 
fund this, activity plan?) 

 
• Would be good to have a dedicated space. A gallery space, an info space. Interest in the 

Dovecote. Didn’t know it was there/thought it was wrecked) 
 

• Trips - Trip to Imperial War Museum only offers a one-off benefit – no lasting legacy. Visit to 
Westminster (Bulwell stone, Alex Norris local MP). Biggest expense for trips is TRANSPORT. 
Need free TramTravel for schools – could access Lakeside, Justice Museums, Castle re-
opening. Cathy: New Nottm Castle development – lots of school use planned 
 

• Technology - Have a project website with an Education/schools page that schools can 
access/update. Instagram page – add Bulwell places to visit and see. Found Paul Turton on 
YouTube photos Then and Now 

 
• Education Requirements - Need resources to be accessible to all Year Groups. Need to show 

progression of skills/chronology (part of curriculum expectations). Request - Resources 
related to Topics rather than to Year groups. Vocabulary enquiry - Knowledge Organiser. 
Delivery – Schools Coordinators Network 
 

• Vision - Jess: Teaching Teachers facility. Developing children as ‘Experts’ to tell their parents.  
 

• Aspiration – Bulwell as the base from which you go out into the world. 
 

• Sustainability – Beyond Three Years. Local links – local experts/uncovered knowledge. 
Adding this to the curriculum is the legacy 
 

Aim for PPP is to increase local knowledge and pride in Bulwell in both teachers and children. 
To do this by providing Bulwell schools with quality activities that promote local knowledge and 
raise awareness of the valuable heritage of this area, looking particularly at the following periods 
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Anglo-Saxon, Victorian, World War II, as well as Bulwell’s industrial past. Bulwell was particularly 
badly affected by town planning changes in the early 1980s – to reconnect schools to Bulwell’s past 
architectural heritage.  
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Appendix 3  
 
Community Involvement Meeting notes 
4th December 2019 

 
 
A5 leaflet printed and jpeg shared via email to community contacts.  
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Notes of each session  
 
Afternoon session  
 

1. What we know…. Top 3 things about Bulwell’s History: 
 

• Very clear connection between local geology and industry – pits, quarries  
• Long Gardens used for growing  
• Length of history – from Anglo-Saxon times/ Domesday book  
• The Market Place  
• History of Bulwell Hall  
• “There are lots of really interesting stories that many don’t know.  The Railway Club during 

the 2nd World War, one prisoner escaped from Hucknall aerodrome. The person that 
apprehended him used to drink in the Railway Club.”  

• The story of the Place name – there’s a nice stone carving by St Mary’s church/ by the 
school.  

• Early unrest with the Luddites took place in Bulwell. 
http://www.nottsheritagegateway.org.uk/people/luddites.htm 

• Scotts Grey – a regiment used to put down Chartists  
• Battle of Bulwell Bogs 
• River Leen (used for industry) and the medieval Bulwell Forge – the Leen valley used by 

farmers to wash their sheep.  
• Junior school on Coventry Road. Was told that one bank of the River was sandstone and the 

other side was clay.  
• Lots of train viaducts connecting pits together. Can see blue brick outside Ken Martin’s 

swimming baths.  
• Bulwell Famous People: Stanley Middleton (author); Bertie Bee, Captain of England football 

team; TV personalities  
 

2. What we want to know / how can a new Heritage project help? 
 

• Outside perceptions are low – we want to change these perceptions 
• Old Bulwell looks visually better  
• In the 1950s – 1970s, buildings were demolished and the market changed – Who made the 

decisions? 
• Good positive stories – community working together, bring media in to focus on the project  
• Why has the attitude towards Bulwell been developed?  
• Used to be able to see Adelphi, now see KFC.  
• It’s always been a diverse area 
• Are there migrant stories to tell?  - languages, accents, why people have settled here, 

immigration from St Anns and the Meadows, (the meadows used to flood every winter in the 
early 1950s, Crabtree Estate was built to accommodate people from the meadows/St Anns).  
The nature of Bulwell changed in the 1960s. Old Bulwell and New Bulwell.  

• Gender dynamic – where do women come into the stories of industry?  
• St Mary’s Church – since the 11th Century. They show children where the old church used to 

stand. Father would love to see a photo of the two churches together.  Thompson, the mice 
man – there is furniture with mice on it.  

• Bulwell consisted of churches, pubs and shops. A very religious place.  
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3. Possible things we could do… How to share it!  
 

• Source of clay – make pots! 
• Links to Papplewick and Linby – use of the River for walks  
• Drop in sessions at the Library – Find my past / family history  
• Library displays – do more at Riverside. UNESCO City of Literature – Stanley Middleton 

interest – 48 novels and Bulwell locations are in his books. Literary walking tour  
• Use of new technology – apps – what you’re looking at now and how it used to be. Headsets 

– taking people back in time  
• Engaging schools – opportunity for children and young people to interact with elderly (often 

lacking). Research for cpd / teacher forums. 
• Is there a mechanism for moving forward to change the way it looks? 
• Website – various links / walks on the website 
• Logo – relating to a heritage trail. – Gary Davies sculpture and resins 
• Oral History Projects – filed into Nottingham local studies archive 
• Nicky Rafferty, professional storyteller – (about Highfields), gathering and re-telling of 

peoples’ memories.   
• Connecting Highbury with the community – used to be the workhouse  
• Hucknall U3A History group interested to be involved. Maureen suggested we widen the area 

in which we ask for help – there are lots of people in Hucknall with knowledge of Bulwell.  
• Bulwell Historical Society involvement too.   
• National archives website – been working on Basford and Bestwood workhouses.  
• Immersive cube experience 
• Eastwood – have a blue line trail – could start anywhere and where there’s a broken bit in the 

blue line, there’s a plaque on the wall.  
• Museum of our Street project (connect with Gareth Morgan on this past project). 

 
Evening session: 
 

1. What we know…. Top 3 things about Bulwell’s History: 
 

• Bulwell Stone and stone walling  
• AD 800 long history – edge of Sherwood forest  
• The mills – River Leen  
• The River is cleaner than you think 
• The Railways – past and present  
• Bulwell Bogs History  
• Wealth of Minerals  - sand for castings, clay for Sankeys Pots, Coal from Pits  
• Northern Cemetry – military cemeteries 1st World War graves 
• Mining history 
• Proud of our Market Place and its origins 
• Highbury slums / outside toilets (the way we used to live)  
• Elsie Dyers shop – grocery and chip shop at night (Chatham St)  
• George III story from Bill  
• Families here for generations  
• Luddites kicked off here 
• Bulwell Hall – used to be there – there were Prisoners of War there.  
• The people are fiercely proud of Bulwell  
• Bull Well, site at Moor bridge 
• What Bulwell used to be like – buildings, the Adelphi  
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• Nottingham’s oldest wool shop (Jenson’s Wool shop) – a step back in time experience. Been 
there 45 years 

• Hairdressers – 40/50 years  
• Cobblers / Keycutters – long established shop (1880s)  

 
2. Things we’d like to know about… 

 
• Bulwell Olympia – never seen a good photo of it.  Shout out for posters of the 30s and 40s.  
• Bulwell Aircrash  
• Cemetries – a famous swimmer buried there? 
• Families – connections to Bulwell for people all around Bulwell/Nottingham.  
• Lord of the Manor  
• Highbury Vale – 4 faces above the top of the building – why are they there? 
• Walter Murby – 4 essays on Bulwell history ‘Towards a History of the Manner and History of 

Bulwell’  
• Sally Hardy’s cottage – far side of Bulwell Hall Park. Build 1850, knocked down 1952?  
• Social History / local history of real people – wanting to engage school children – how did 

people live, what did they wear, what did they eat? Where did they work?  
• Conservation area – what does this mean for us?  
• Wartime history – miners were exempt from going. Memorial at St Marys 
• Industries – stocking factory became a parachute factory. Bleaching and drying. Bulwell’s 

finishing company had it’s own tennis courts for workers.  
 
 

3. Issues, barriers, considerations, knowledge sharing…   
 

• Parents lack self confidence  
• Good projects come and go  
• Need to build good relationships  
• More members for Bulwell’s Historical Society  
• People listening – will they?  
• The Council has an archive and massive collection – let’s use it.   
• UK’s 2nd biggest export – the creative industries – need to hook into that.  
• There are lots of earthenware pots at Rufford Country Park (they’ve got a room full of them 

– maybe some are Sankeys?  Chair of Notts County Council – get her agreement)  
• Other interested people in this project: Andy McKinnon (Arnold), wrote a book about military 

history; Anthea Poppleston, a local historian is interested in the work of the project; Stephen 
Walker – has written a book; Father Anthony Dolon – a catholic priest; Denis Robinson, 
Hucknall Dispatch.  

• Gareth Morgan (Nottingham Castle) knows about a Gifting and Heritage Project at Nottm 
University – where people are making pots and taking someone elses… they’re setting up a 
map of where the pots have come from.  
 
 

4. Dream projects… 
 

• Gathering social histories  
• Children as the experts  
• Craft skills (preserving those that may be lost, bringing people together) 
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• Community theatre project – wakes up your brain, positive responses, original story of 
Bulwell bogs, (child climbed over the fence)  

• Getting youth groups involved 
• Bunting magazine – wrote a story and won 1st prize! – more competitions for kids with prizes.  
• Funding community transport 
• Adding fun element  
• A book  
• Research and reminiscence group – afternoon groups as well as evening speakers 

(supporting Bulwell Historical Society with money for speakers.  People are more reluctant to 
come out at night, but they want to keep meeting in the evenings to not miss working 
people.)  

• Learning to be self-learners – supporting people to develop hobbies, fostering independence 
• Highbury Hospital was the original workhouse, there’ll be stories there.  Bill met someone who 

had been there for 58 years because she’d had an illegitimate child. 
• Teaching teachers – talks for teachers so they know the history.  Get kids on the bus – 

moving around and seeing places.  
• Nottingham Castle are doing a project with Mercier Regiment / Sherwood Foresters / 

Nottingham Alabaster, salt-glazed pottery and lace and temporary exhibition space / gift 
shop.  Gareth is keen to find the real people behind the memorials.  

• Old crafts – environmental projects / Ragrugs, making clothes, make do and mend 
• Goran (NCH activity Coordinator with Independent living schemes) – gardening is a big thing 

for residents – link to pots and Sankeys, industry and nature… 
 

 
PPP postcards collected  
3 top things you’d tell someone new to Bulwell about the place’s history…  
 
“Community/area, River Leen, famous people, coal mining, mills”  
 
“I want you to know about the quarry I used to go home with my friend Dot.  The buses that used 
to turn around on the market and snowballs from Highbury pub. (Tom Blower) Elsie Dyers chip 
shop (slums). Bunty magazine, 1960s. Lorries, going through Bulwell 1950s” 
 
“1. Three excellent minerals, clay, sand and coal. 2. River Leen power to drive industry. Long 
history dating back to AD 800, edge of Sherwood Forest. 3. Market established around AD 800 
and still going.” 
 
“Bulwell dates back beyond the middle ages where the river was used by local farmers to wash 
their sheep. It soon became a point where a number of roads would meet, leading to the 
establishment of the market. There’s only one train line now but there were many connecting the 
pits to the city.” 
 
“1. Urban growing food. 2. Stone quarrying.  3. Pottery”. 
 
“1. Battle of Bulwell Bogs (twice?).  2. Roofs on market stalls to get around ‘taxing’ when people 
crossed the River Leen to go to Nottingham. 3. Plane hit the roof of the station at Bulwell Forest 
train station in the 1950s? I seem to recollect that there was a speakers corner for Sunday 
preachers – somewhere near the Bulwell Bogs”.  
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“1. Story of the Bull goring the rock and water coming forth. 2. Bulwell Stone (quarries) 3. Hall/ 
Church (11th century)” 
 
“1. Bulwell Hall and it’s history  2. What Bulwell was like (Olympia, Adelphi etc) 3. The River Leen – 
Nottingham’s River Avon, it’s cleaner than you think.  (p.t.o. Olympia – just a good photo. Bulwell 
Air crash – photos.  Faces above the shop Sally Hardy’s cottage – who? Forgotten Bulwell)” 
 
“1. Coal mining.  2. Bulwell Stone.  3. Railways past and present”  
 
“1. Bulwell Pits 2. Bulwell Hall 3. Famous Bulwellians 

 
“Connection between geology and industry. Pay homage to the many interesting local stories. 
Internet presence.” 
 
“Pottery factories”  
 
“1. How it’s grown, how it was smaller separate to Nottingham at one time.  
2. Personal interest – the history of the hospital at the centre of the community at one time.   
3. The green spaces at Bulwell Hall.” 
 
“Quarry Rd School. (now Rufford).  Time capsule – Ros is looking for old photos of the school.” 
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Welcome to Bulwell, Pots, Pits and People a new project that wants to help people find out  
about Bulwell's past and how we can celebrate and share that information. 
We want to involve everyone, so, whether you’re an expert on the history of Bulwell, have  
lived here all your life, have just moved here, or are just visiting, we want to know what  
you think.

1. Do you?
Live in Bulwell Live or work in Nottingham
Work in Bulwell Live outside Nottinngham

2. What is your postcode?

3. Have you heard or do you know anything about Bulwell's history or heritage?
Yes No

4. How do you know about Bulwell's history? (tick all that apply)
Family members Local papers
Library/Research History or community Group
The internet Other

5. Why do you come to Bulwell? (tick all that apply)
Shopping Transport/Tram
Library Community Group
School Leisure Centre/sports
Doctors Church
Family Work 

Other: 

6. What do you know about Bulwell's history?
Pits Sankeys and other industry
20th Century Bulwell Bulwell Stone
War time Bulwell Bulwell Hall
Victorian Bulwell Buildings
Medieval Bulwell Well known Bulwell people

7. Would you like to find out more about Bulwell's History
Yes No

8. Where would you like to find information about Bulwell's history?
Bulwell Riverside Shops 
Library Community Groups
Leisure Centre Schools
Churches Market Place
Doctors Surgeries A purpose built centre

P.T.O

Appendix 4  
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9. How would you like to find out about Bulwell's history?
Talking to someone Interactive technology
A Bulwell history website Talks
A Bulwell history app Handling historic items
Leaflets Visits to historic sites
Social Media Visits to museums/other places
Guided walking tours Memory boxes
Arts activities Story telling/writing
Hands on activities/crafts Dressing up/historic costume
Family fun days Exhibitions
Heritage Activity Days Schools 
Other

10. What would you like to find out about?
Bulwell Pits Bulwell stone
20th Century Bulwell Sankeys
Bulwell Hall and Park Industry
Bulwell Churches Transport
War time Bulwell Well known Bulwell people
Anglo Saxon and medieval Bulwell Stories of ordinary people
Family History Historic buildings
Other

11. Would you be interested in getting involved with?
Sharing your stories Craft groups
Sharing your photos Art groups
Being a volunteer Writing groups
Helping uncover more of Bulwell's past Guiding walks
Giving talks Recording oral histories
Other

12. Would you like us to let you know what's happening?
Name
Email
Text
Address

Would you like to be a volunteer on this Project?
Yes No
How would you like to be involved?

We will not share your personal details with any other organisation.
This project is led by Rebalancing the Outer Estates Foundation, 
with funding from the National Lottery Heritage Fund. 
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Appendix 5: Questionnaire responses 

Fig 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 
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Fig 3 
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Fig 4 
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Fig 5 
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Fig 6 
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Fig 7  
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Fig 8  
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Fig 9  
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Fig 10 
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Fig 11 
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Appendix 6: Notes on Six Themes / spotlight ideas to build on…  
 
Wartime Bulwell 
 
Market Place, pubs that have disappeared 
1940s Re-enactment, Swing Dance, 
uniforms, vintage cars, hair-dos, make do 
and mend  
Bulwell Wakes (a fair happened each year) 
Shop fronts involvement  
Adelphi & Olympia 1940s memories 
Women’s stories – oral histories  
‘The way we lived’ – rationing, shopping, 
growing vegetables, make do and mend 
workshops 
kids’ experience - Banks Yard in the 1940s - 
Schools want a house to step back in time!  
Factories re-purposed in the war. 
Polish airmen, part of the RAF. Graves.  
Polish Immigration through the war.   
Trolley buses 
Hucknall Aerodrome – link to the Hall 
Film-showing   
 
Potential partners include: 
Bulwell Historical Society, Dave Hoyles 
(carousel, vintage cars), Hucknall 
Aerodrome, Re-enactment groups, 
Nottingham Castle, Library service, 
Highbury Hospital, Bulwell Toy Library, 
Bulwell Arts Festival, Schools  
 

Bulwell Hall and Park 
 
Gardening (Wildlife Trust), Urban greening – 
RHS Community  
 
Occupants – timeline  
 
Layout of hall  
Riverside Exhibition (Images & memories) 
 
Shop fronts involvement 
 
Picnics and playing by the stream  
 
Link to existing play / family activities – old 
games  
 
Outdoor performance – the ghosts of 
occupants in dress/role, audience 
participation, walkabouts… 
 
Potential partners include:  
Notts Wildlife Trust, New Perspectives 
Theatre Company, Golfers, 
Nottingham City Council, Bulwell Toy 
Library, Roots Out, Bulwell Hall Estate, 
Bulwell Forest Garden, Nottingham City 
Homes, Bulwell Arts Festival  
 

Bulwell People – Stories 
 
Walking tour for Stanley Middleton 
Undiscovered people  
Family History (Find My Past) 
Ordinary People 
Migrant stories 
Work in wartime 
Make do and mend 
 
Community Play – indoors  
 
Potential Project partners  
Nottingham Castle, Library service,  
Highbury Hospital, Bulwell Historical Society 
Hucknall Dispatch, Notts TV, UNESCO City of 
Literature, Helping Kids Achieve, Schools  

Industry (Stone, Pots, Pits) 
 
Geology – natural resources 
River Leen  
Transport/ rails to pits 
Luddites 
Working Bulwell – Mills, Quarries, Pits, 
Sankeys Pots, Stocking factories 
Heritage Skills 
Inventions – Stanley Thomas’ straw factory 
 
Potential Project partners  
University of Nottingham  
Ignite! Futures  
Nottingham Castle  
New Perspectives 
Schools      
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Anglo-Saxon and Medieval  
 
Market origins  
Churches  
River Leen  
Settlement 
Place name story  
 
Outdoor performance – by River Leen / 
Bulwell Bogs  
 
Potential Project Partners  
New Perspectives Theatre Company  
University of Nottingham Museum.   
Schools, Nottingham City Homes  
 
 

Victorians  
 
1880s Cobblers shop 
Banks Yard 
Highbury Hospital – workhouse stories 
(National archives research) 
 
Projections 
Exhibition of photographs 
 
Potential Project Partners 
Local businesses 
Local studies archive, Library service 
Schools  
Hucknall U3A   
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Appendix 7     Additional info, notes, links (shared with Imagemakers)  
 
Places  
 
Bulwell Hall Park  
 
History of Bulwell Hall http://www.ournottinghamshire.org.uk/page_id__1243.aspx  

 
“Bulwell Hall was built by John Newton in 
1770. He died in November 1820, closely 
followed by his son. The estate then went to 
the Rev. Alfred Padley.  In 1864, the Hall was 
sold by Alfred Padley’s son, the Rev. Charles 
J. A. Padley; it was purchased by Samuel 
Thomas Cooper. The Hall was next owned by 
Thomas Hardy of Kimberley, the founder of 
the Hardy-Hanson Brewery. He lived there 
until his death in 1897. 

 

In 1908, Alderman Albert Ball, father of the famous First World War flying ace, Albert Ball V.C., 
purchased Bulwell Hall and 575 acres with mineral rights. He later sold 225 acres to Nottingham 
Corporation, which became the Bulwell Hall Housing Estate. The Hall and the rest of the Estate 
became a Public Park. 

During the 1930’s the Hall became a sanatorium. Shortly after the outbreak of World War II the Hall 
was taken over by the Army. During the War it became an Italian PoW camp. After the War, Bulwell 
Hall was in a very poor state of repair and had been damaged by mining subsidence. It was 
demolished in 1958.” 

 
Work and Industry  
 
University of Leicester Archaeological Services: 
https://www2.le.ac.uk/services/ulas/images/east-mid-research-framework/45nottmod.pdf 
 
McCarthys Brickwork (Edna’s dad worked in all the quarries)   
 
Stanley Thomas – drinking straws (S Thomas and Co) 
https://www.nottinghampost.com/news/history/nottingham-straw-making-capital-world-1640639 
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Sankeys Pots 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/BulwellPhotos/photos/?tab=album&album_id=412094832231042 

 
Published Book: Sankey – A Potted History (edited and compiled by Paul Turton)  
 
Stocking Factory and Textiles 
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/manuscriptsandspecialcollections/collectionsindepth/businessrecord
s/textiles-lace--hosiery.aspx 
 
Pits  - Bulwell Colliery (Shonky Pit)  
https://www.facebook.com/BulwellBygones/photos/a.196248607241181/177158415816867/?type=1&th
eater  
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Bulwell Colliery (Shonky Pit) , Bulwell c1900s 
 
Bulwell (Nottinghamshire) (BA Collieries Ltd) the smallest of the Leen Valley collieries, sunk in 
1868/72 by Chas Seely and Co was closed in Oct 1944 after 76 years, Main Bright 3’ 0” (0.91m), at 
182 yards (166m), Top Hard pit bottom 307 yards (280m), 371 u/g/116 s/f in 1940 and was called 
‘Shonky pit’, at 10 ft (3.05m) dia was sunk to a total depth of 315 yards (288m) 
 
Bulwell was a single shaft pit and the main haulage rope engine house was on the surface, the 
rope ran over the wheels of an upturned loco engine then down the shaft This is where the 
shonky word is supposed to have come from, via the noise and vibration when the rope was in 
use. On closure it was used as a pumping station for a while. 
 
This was situated where Martin Court is in Blenheim Industrial Estate 
 
 
Landscape (Nottinghamshire Historic Landscape Characterisation) 
https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-2334-
1/dissemination/pdf/EHLCREP0.pdf 
Lime kills – used to burn 24hrs a day 
 
 
 
Existing knowledge among local people  
 
Paul Turton, photographer and writer (series of books, old and new photos, youtube channel, former 
employee at Sankeys.  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh22WJQzSgWoJT7gGKYf_zQ 
Old and New photos: https://nottstv.com/photographer-creating-captivating-pictures-bulwell-
merging-old-new-photos/ 
 
Maureen Newton – very knowledgeable about Bulwell – talks about the Robinson Family, lived in 
Linby, had Mills on the Leen. The River Leen was the power that the cotton mills depended on.  
 
Other local people that know lots of Bulwell history include: 
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Jackie Morris, (former Cllr and former Lord Mayor of Nottingham)  
 
Bill Blackamore, community activitist (helped set up the Healthy Walking Group, The Bulwell Forest 
Community Garden, Bulwell Town team and Bulwell Arts Festival and many other community 
initiatives – now in late 70s)  
 
Andy McKinnon (Arnold), wrote a book about military history 
 
Anthea Poppleston, a local historian is interested in the work of the project 
 
Stephen Walker – has written a book 
 
Father Anthony Dolon – a catholic priest 
 
Denis Robinson, veteran reporter and journalist at the Hucknall Dispatch (now in 80s).  
 
David Foster, Cobbler – oldest family-run business in Bulwell, Banks Yard  
 
Active Facebook pages and groups:  
Bulwell Bygones page:  https://www.facebook.com/BulwellBygones  6943 likes  
“Bulwell old and new - a place to share your memories and photos and views”  
 

 


